
Dena Blatt brief life story

Born 1926, one of seven children of poor immigrant 
Polish/Russian Jews in small Canadian town. Mother
from Polish stetle, no formal education. Father from 
large city, some education, not religious. As for 
myself, Jewish culture strong. Married and divorced 
after 30 years, Two children, four grandchildren. 
Lived in Israel from 1957-1959. Traveled 
extensively.

Curiosity: At four, left house alone and joined 
children my size to a class in elementary school. 
Forced to return home, crying bitterly. At thirteen my
father said I should quit school; it was unnecessary; I
would only get married and have kids. I ignored him;
all my life I have been very independent minded and 
curious about anything and everything. That is the 
story of my life – which took me in various 
directions with synchronicity playing a large part. 

Having curiosity helped me live a longer life. However, having compassion helped me have a better life.

List of Interests:
Metaphysics: Age five: First experience of my life being saved by an angel? And subsequent life-long 
interest in metaphysics, including more angels; finally, a near-death-experience guided by a male angel 
and the receiving of spiritual knowledge. Interest in spirituality.

Past-Lives, Reincarnation –Experience of visits from departed souls. Interest in the subject being more a
part of psychology, philosophy and religion than it is at present.

Alternative Medicine: Age seven or eight: decision to be a doctor. Due to prejudice against Jews and 
women in general, compromised and became a medical lab tech for 30 years with interest also in mental
illness, the homeless, and the world refugee problem.

Holocaust interest strong due to Hitler antisemitism in Europe. “Finding the Brown Book in a Canadian 
Public Library in June 1942 with details of the Final Solution; Became a student of the Holocaust—
married a survivor of the extermination camp Sobibor; helped with his published memoir.  Working now 
on a book on the Holocaust; theme being the revising of history and justice and why the world did 
nothing – then and now.

Women’s Issues in Business and Politics: In 1976 I invested in real estate. On loan: Husband’s name 
and I as “housewife”. Still need more women in politics.

Special Ed for Children:  Psychology, Education, Philosophy, etc. Became a certified Graphoanalyst 
in 1974. “Dear Dena” column. Published -The Answer is in Your Handwriting.

Extraterrestrial Interests- Lengthy study UFO and Aliens, Other Dimensions. Published the Artist 
and the Alien about a woman artist who had an experience with an alien from another planet living and 
working among us. Much has been learned of its full meaning for our future.

Most interested now in World Peace! through spiritual awareness coupled with realistic evaluation of 
humanity and world conflicts.


